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ABSTRACT

Three sediment records of sea surface temperature (SST) are analyzed that originate from distant locations

in the North Atlantic, have centennial-to-multicentennial resolution, are based on the same reconstruction

method and chronological assumptions, and span the past 15 000 yr. Using recursive least squares techniques,

an estimate of the time-dependent North Atlantic SST field over the last 15 kyr is sought that is consistent

with both the SST records and a surface ocean circulation model, given estimates of their respective error

(co)variances.Under the authors’ assumptions about data andmodel errors, it is found that the 108Cmixed layer

isotherm, which approximately traces the modern Subpolar Front, would have moved by ;158 of latitude
southward (northward) in the eastern North Atlantic at the onset (termination) of the Younger Dryas cold

interval (YD), a result significant at the level of two standard deviations in the isotherm position. In contrast,

meridional movements of the isotherm in the Newfoundland basin are estimated to be small and not sig-

nificant. Thus, the isotherm would have pivoted twice around a region southeast of the Grand Banks, with a

southwest–northeast orientation during the warm intervals of the Bølling–Allerød and the Holocene and a

more zonal orientation and southerly position during the cold interval of the YD. This study provides an

assessment of the significance of similar previous inferences and illustrates the potential of recursive least

squares in paleoceanography.

1. Introduction

The surface circulation in the North Atlantic Ocean

appears to be dominated by three connected currents

that transport tropical waters to subpolar latitudes (e.g.,

Schmitz and McCartney 1993; Rossby 1996; Fratantoni

2001; Reverdin et al. 2003) (Fig. 1). The first is the Gulf

Stream, which flows to the north and east after it sepa-

rates from the North American coast at Cape Hatteras.

The second is the North Atlantic Current (NAC), which

constitutes a branch of the Gulf Stream after it splits

near 508W and which flows northward along the conti-

nental rise east of the Grand Banks. The third is the

Subpolar Front, which is the northern and eastern ex-

tension of the NAC after it turns anticyclonically in the

‘‘northwest corner’’ (notice that many authors refer to

the continuing flow to the east as the NAC or North

Atlantic Drift as well). The Subpolar Front is not a

sharply defined front in the sense of the Gulf Stream

after it detaches from the coast, but a relatively wide

region that separates the subtropical gyre from the

subpolar gyre and where the main thermocline shoals to

the surface (Rossby 1996).

The North Atlantic Current–Subpolar Front (NAC–

SPF) system transports mass and heat far north into the

North Atlantic (e.g., Pérez-Brunius et al. 2004). These
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waters become colder and denser as they flow northward

and eastward, both by mixing with colder surrounding

waters and by heat release to the atmosphere. The heat

release to the atmosphere is thought to be largely re-

sponsible for the mild winters of western and northern

Europe (e.g., Krauss 1986), although this notion has not

gone unchallenged (Seager et al. 2002). It has been

speculated that, should the poleward ocean heat trans-

port decrease or turn zonal at midlatitudes, the mean

temperature of the North Atlantic and European land-

masses would drop precipitously (Rossby 1996).

Analyses of hydrographic, current meter, float, and

satellite observations showed that the NAC–SPF sys-

tem is characterized by significant variability on

monthly and interannual time scales (e.g., Colin de

Verdière et al. 1989; Sy et al. 1992;White andHeywood

1995; Belkin and Levitus 1996; Bower and von Appen

2008; Read et al. 2010; Walter and Mertens 2013). For

example, Sy et al. (1992) relied on CTD data obtained

in 1981–84, XBT profiles, and long-term current meter

moorings to study the NAC above and east of the Mid-

Atlantic Ridge (MAR). The NAC was found to be

composed of clearly defined branches (jets). Whereas

the northernmost branch appeared to be topographi-

cally fixed at the Charlie–Gibbs Fracture Zone (cutting

the MAR at 528–538N), the number and intensity of the

remaining branches, as well as their path over the

MAR, were subject to intense variability. Bottom to-

pography, wind stress curl, and mesoscale eddies

appear to all be important for the NAC–SPF system

and for themeridional shifts of the SPF (e.g.,White and

Heywood 1995; Bower and von Appen 2008; Read

et al. 2010).

Inferences about the position of large-scale fronts in

the North Atlantic have also been drawn for times in the

preinstrumental past, in particular for the Last Glacial

Maximum (LGM), a time interval around 20 kyr before

present (BP) (Mix et al. 2001; Clark et al. 2009). The

CLIMAP (1976) project published a global map of

summer (August) sea surface temperature (SST) at the

LGM, which was prepared from planktonic foraminiferal

counts in a number of sediment cores. The authors

estimated that the Gulf Stream shifted slightly south-

ward off the northeastern North American coast and

swept almost directly across the basin to the Iberian

Peninsula. The reconstructed steep thermal gradient at

428N in the Atlantic was interpreted as marking the

southern edge of ‘‘polar’’ waters (the ‘‘polar front’’).

The SST distribution, the position of the Gulf Stream,

and the position of the polar front in the glacial North

Atlantic have been discussed in subsequent studies (e.g.,

Pflaumann et al. 2003; Matsumoto and Lynch-Stieglitz

2003; MARGO 2009; Eynaud et al. 2009). In a recent

work, Barker et al. (2015, their Fig. 1d) located the front

to south of about 508N, based on the proportion of the

polar species Neogloboquadrina pachyderma (left coil-

ing) in the planktonic foraminiferal assemblage mea-

sured in several sediment cores.

FIG. 1. Map of the North Atlantic. The black lines are isotherms for modern annual mean

SST [Locarnini et al. (2013); contour interval of 28C]. The 108C isotherm (thick line) traces

approximately the Subpolar Front. The large black solid circles indicate the location of sedi-

ment cores considered in this study (SU81–18, CH69-K09, and NA87–22), and the large gray

solid circle indicates the location of core CH73–139C. The small solid and open circles show,

respectively, the interior and boundary grid points of the oceanmodel. The Grand Banks (GB)

and Northwest Corner (NC) are also located. Gray lines are coastlines.
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The movements of the North Atlantic polar front

during the last deglaciation have been estimated from a

synthesis of sediment records (Ruddiman and McIntyre

1981). These authors inferred that the front retreated

from its glacial position to the northwest at;13 14C kyr

BP (roughly coincident with the warm episode of the

Bølling–Allerød) but then readvanced back to near that

position at;11 14C kyr BP [coincident with the onset of

the cold episode of the Younger Dryas (YD)]. At ;10
14C kyr BP (approximately, the end of the YD), they

reported that the front would have moved again to the

northwest to a position along the mouth of the Labrador

Sea and close to the east Greenland coast. The idea of a

pivoting polar front during abrupt climate changes has

been echoed in subsequent publications (e.g., Zahn

1994; Barker et al. 2015).

The time scales characterizing the deglacial move-

ments of the polar front have been discussed by some

authors (e.g., Bard et al. 1987; Lehman and Keigwin

1992). For example, Bard et al. (1987) reported de-

glacial reconstructions of winter (February) SST from

two cores in the eastern North Atlantic: core CH73–

139C from the Rockall Plateau (548380N, 168210W) and

core SU81–18 from the Iberian margin (378460N,

108110W) (Fig. 1). They concluded that the front moved

between these two locations in less than 1000yr for the

earliest retreat (dated at 12.0–12.5 14C kyr BP) and in less

than 400yr at the onset and termination of the YD.

Studies on the deglacial movements of North Atlantic

fronts, however, suffer from several limitations. First,

the reconstructed SSTs used to infer these movements

have estimated errors of O(18C) on average (e.g.,

Waelbroeck et al. 1998). This value is smaller but not

negligible compared to the estimated changes, from

LGM to today, in North Atlantic SSTs (annual mean,

winter, or summer values) derived frommultiple proxies

(MARGO 2009). Second, different sediment indicators

can result in noticeably different SST estimates (e.g.,

Chapman et al. 1996; Marchal et al. 2002; MARGO

2009), particularly at high latitudes where planktonic

foraminiferal counts may suggest low temperatures

relative to other proxy estimates (e.g., Bard 2001;

Waelbroeck et al. 2014). Third, although the last de-

glacial period is within the range of 14C and other dating

techniques (e.g., Mix et al. 2001), the chronology of

deep-sea sediment records is difficult to establish, es-

pecially for cores originating from high latitudes (e.g.,

Waelbroeck et al. 2001). Fourth, despite the generally

high deposition rates in the North Atlantic compared to

other oceanic basins, many sediment records do not

have the temporal resolution that would be needed to

properly document the front migrations (e.g., Bard et al.

1987; Lehman and Keigwin 1992). Finally, inferences

about past frontal movements are generally made in the

absence of an ocean circulation model, implying that the

dynamical consistency of the reported movements has

not been demonstrated.

In this paper, inverse methods are applied in an effort

to infer the movements of the North Atlantic SPF over

the past 14.5 kyr (i.e., from the beginning of the Bølling
to the present). Frontal movements are estimated by

fitting a surface ocean circulation model to three se-

diment SST records using sequential methods of opti-

mal estimation theory: a Kalman filter and a related

smoother. These methods allow us to address some, but

not all, of the limitations listed above. First, they allow

us to account for the uncertainties in the reconstructed

SSTs (and in the model) used for their interpretation.

As a result, the significance of the frontal movements

estimated from the combination of the data and the

model is evaluated. Second, they allow us to infer a

time-evolving SST field that is consistent (in the least

squares sense) with both the data records and the

physics of surface circulation as represented in the

model. Our reconstruction of frontal movements is

thus aimed at extending previous studies where these

movements were estimated solely on the basis of sed-

iment records.

This paper is organized as follows. The SST records

and the surface circulation model are described in sec-

tions 2 and 3, respectively. The sequential methods used

to combine the records and the model are presented in

section 4. In section 5, these methods are applied in

order to estimate the time-dependent SST field in a re-

gion in the North Atlantic over the past 14.5 kyr. In

section 6, the significance and paleoceanographic im-

plications of our results are discussed. Conclusions and

possible extensions of this work follow in section 7.

2. Sediment records of SST

The records of SST considered in this study1 have

been generated from sediment cores raised from three

locations in the North Atlantic (Fig. 1): core SU81–18

from the western Iberian margin (378460N, 108110W,

water depth 3135m), core CH69-K09 from the southern

Newfoundland basin (418450N, 478210W, 4100m), and

core NA87–22 from the Rockall Trough (558290N,

148410W, 2161m).

a. Sediment core chronologies

The chronologies of the three records have been

established from 14C dates measured on monospecific

1Data are available upon request to the corresponding author.
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planktonic foraminifera (Bard et al. 1987; Duplessy et al.

1992; Labeyrie et al. 1999). The number of planktonic

foraminiferal 14C dates amounts to 30 for core SU81–18,

13 for core CH69-K09, and 25 for core NA87–22. Ra-

diocarbon ages were converted into calendar age esti-

mates using (i) the CALIB 4.1 software (Stuiver and

Reimer 1993), (ii) the 310-yr moving average marine

calibration curve of Stuiver et al. (1998), and (iii) res-

ervoir ages constrained from the assumption that the

two deglacial warming events apparent in each record

were synchronous with the onset of the Bølling
(14:536 0:53kyr BP) and the end of the YD

(11:606 0:25kyr BP) in the GRIP ice core, central

Greenland [dates from Waelbroeck et al. (2001)]. Fur-

ther details about the sediment core chronologies can be

found in that paper.

b. SST reconstructions

SST estimates for the three sediment cores were de-

rived from planktonic foraminiferal counts. The faunal

counts were converted into SST estimates for the ‘‘cold’’

and ‘‘warm’’ seasons using the revised analog method

(RAM) developed byWaelbroeck et al. (1998). The SST

values used in this study are obtained by averaging the

cold and warm season SSTs reported in Waelbroeck

et al. (2001) (Fig. 2), with the acceptance that the re-

sulting averages might be biased estimates of the annual

mean values. The uncertainties in the averaged SSTs are

calculated by propagating the errors in the seasonal

values (Bevington and Robinson 1992), assuming no

error correlation. In the averaged SST records, the

most recent value amounts to 18:286 0:258C for core

FIG. 2. Records of SST for (a) core NA87–22, (b) core CH69-K09, and (c) core SU81–18. The

solid circles are the averages of the cold- and warm-season SSTs reconstructed from forami-

niferal counts, and the vertical bars are their estimated errors. The open circles are the calendar

ages derived from the planktonic foraminiferal 14C dates. The vertical dashed lines show the

two tie points used to construct the core chronologies in addition to the 14C dates: the transition

from Heinrich Event 1 to the Bølling (14.53 kyr BP) and the transition from the YD to the Ho-

locene (11.60kyr BP) (dates fromWaelbroeck et al. 2001). The arrow at the right of each panel shows

the annual mean SST at the closest location in theWorld Ocean Atlas (Locarnini et al. 2013).
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SU81–18 (estimated calendar age of 0 yr BP),

16:876 0:028C for core CH69-K09 (550 yr BP), and

11:646 0:508C for core NA87–22 (530 yr BP), where the

errors represent one standard deviation [note that an

error of 0.028C is likely a strong underestimate, reflect-

ing the standard deviation of the core top values used to

compute reconstructed SSTs (Waelbroeck et al. 1998)].

These values are not significantly different, at the level

of two standard deviations, from the annual mean SSTs

at the corresponding closest points of the World

Ocean Atlas [cf. values defined as ‘‘statistical means’’

and ‘‘averaged decades’’ in the World Ocean Atlas

2013 (Locarnini et al. 2013)] (Fig. 2). The number of

SST estimates for the past 14.5 kyr BP is equal to 24

for core SU81–18, 103 for core CH69-K09, and 96 for

core NA87–22. These values imply a mean temporal

resolution of, respectively, 604, 141, and 151 yr for

these cores.

The SST records derived from the three sediment

cores show noticeable temporal variations during the

last deglaciation (Fig. 2). Common to all three records

are the occurrences of relatively (i) high SSTs during the

Bølling–Allerød (ca. 14.7–13.0 kyr BP), (ii) low SSTs

during the YD (ca. 13.0–11.6 kyr BP), and (iii) high SSTs

during the Holocene (ca. 11.6–0kyr BP), which at least

partly reflects the common chronological assumptions

for the records. The average error in the reconstructed

SSTs for the last 14.5 kyr amounts to 0.658C for core

SU81–18, 1.548C for core CH69-K09, and 0.568C for

core NA87–22.

3. Surface ocean circulation model

The model considered in this study is an advective

model of themixed layer (ML), where temperature and

salinity are vertically uniform in the layer but where the

effect of horizontal advection is retained. The motive

for using an advective ML model is twofold. First, SST

variability on interannual and longer time scales ob-

served in instrumental records has been interpreted in

terms of processes represented in such models (e.g.,

Deser et al. 2010). Second, a more complete model that

also describes the dynamics of deeper layers would

render the application of sequential methods imprac-

tical given the available resources. None of these jus-

tifications is fully satisfying. In particular, the path of

the NAC–SPF system appears to be strongly con-

strained by topography (e.g., Sy et al. 1992; Bower and

von Appen 2008), and it is clear that an ML model

without any interior dynamics cannot provide a com-

plete description of this system (e.g., Rossby 1996). In

an effort to account for the limitations of anMLmodel,

the model equations are not imposed exactly, but only

in the mean square, in the estimation of the SST fields

(section 4).

The ML extends from the sea surface at z5 0 to the

base of themixed layer at z52h (Fig. 3). Below theML

is a transition zone with a thickness d and characterized

by a relatively strong vertical density gradient. The

transition zone separates the strongly turbulent ML

above from the weakly turbulent stratified interior be-

low. It is assumed to be thin compared to the ML (i.e.,

d � h). Moreover, the horizontal motion at the base of

the transition zone is taken to be small relative to that in

the ML, as in previous models (e.g., de Szoeke 1980;

Welander 1981; Cushman-Roisin 1981).

Our ML model is similar to the model of Welander

(1981) with two modifications: the tendency term is re-

tained in the ML temperature equation, and the geo-

strophic flow in the ML is considered in addition to the

Ekman flow.2 The effects of both temperature T and

salinity S on density r are taken into account through a

linear equation of state:

r5 r
o
2 r

o
a(T2T

o
)1 r

o
b(S2 S

o
) , (1)

where (ro, To, So) are reference values, a is a thermal

expansion coefficient, and b is a haline contraction

coefficient.

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the ocean mixed layer model.

2 The computer code of themodel and amanual including details

about model derivation are available at https://www.ncdc.noaa.

gov/paleo/study/19300.
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a. Equation for mixed layer temperature

The equation for ML temperature is the governing

equation of the model. It is derived from the vertical

average of the temperature equation from z52(h1 d)

to z5 0:

›T

›t
1 u � =T5

w
I

h
(T

I
2T)1

w
A

h
(T

A
2T) . (2)

Here, T is the ML temperature, u is the ML average of

horizontal velocity, wI is the interior vertical velocity at

the depth z52(h1 d), TI is the interior temperature at

that depth,wA is a parameter that describes the strength

of heat exchange between the atmosphere and the

ML, and TA is an apparent atmospheric temperature

(Welander 1981; de Ruijter 1983). Also, t is time and= is

the horizontal gradient operator. According to (2),

warming or cooling in the ML is caused by horizontal

heat advection, heat exchange with water from below

the ML, and (or) heat exchange with the atmosphere.

b. Horizontal velocity u

The horizontal velocity in the ML, u, is the sum of a

geostrophic velocity, uG, and anEkman velocity, uE (i.e.,

u5 uG 1uE), where

f ẑ3 u
E
5

1

r
o

›t

›z
and f ẑ3 u

G
52

1

r
o

=p . (3)

Here, f 5 2V sinf is the Coriolis parameter, where V is

the Earth angular velocity and f is latitude, ẑ is a unit

vector pointing upward, t is a horizontal stress, and p is

pressure. Clearly, u5 uE 1 uG. Consider first uE, the

vertical average of the Ekman velocity in theML. This is

easily obtained by integrating the Ekman momentum

equation from z52(h1 d) to z5 0, which leads to

u
E
5

t
s
3 ẑ

r
o
hf

. (4)

Here, ts is the surface wind stress, and the stress at the

bottom of the transition zone has been assumed to be

negligible.

Consider then uG, the vertical average of the geo-

strophic velocity in the ML. The second equation in (3) is

differentiated with respect to depth. This yields, using the

hydrostatic approximation, ›p/›z52rg, where g is the

acceleration due to gravity, and the equation of state (1),

›u
G

›z
5

g

f
ẑ3 (a=T2b=S) . (5)

The vertical shear of the geostrophic velocity is uniform

in the ML, since both temperature and salinity are

uniform in the layer. Thus, the geostrophic velocity

varies linearly with depth in the ML, which can be

written as

u
G
(z)5 u

G
j
2(h1d)

1
›u

G

›z
(z1 h) , (6)

since d � h. Averaging this equation from z52(h1 d)

to z5 0 yields, using (5),

u
G
5

gh

2f
ẑ3 (a=T2b=S) . (7)

Here the interior geostrophic velocity, uGj2(h1d), has

been assumed to be small compared to the average

geostrophic velocity in the ML, uG, as in previous

models (e.g., Cushman-Roisin 1981). This assumption

implies that the effects of geostrophic motion below the

ML are neglected and is perhaps the strongest assump-

tion of our model.

Note that, under the approximations above, the ther-

mal contribution to the geostrophic flow,

u
T
5

agh

2f
ẑ3=T , (8)

does not transport heat, since the scalar product of this

vector with the temperature gradient =T vanishes

identically. As a result, heat is carried horizontally in the

model only by the Ekman flow, uE, and by the saline

contribution to the geostrophic flow,

u
S
52

bgh

2f
ẑ3=S . (9)

c. Vertical velocity wI and wA

The equation for ML temperature (2) includes, in

addition to the effect of horizontal advection, the heat

exchange with water from below the ML and the heat

exchange with the atmosphere. The first term depends

on the interior vertical velocity wI , whereas the second

depends on wA. Consider first wI . This is obtained by

integrating the statement of volume conservation,

= � u1 ›w/›z5 0, from z52(h1 d) to z5 0:

w
I
5= � (h[u

E
1 u

T
1 u

S
]) , (10)

under the assumption that w vanishes at z5 0 [an as-

sumption implicit in (2)]. The vertical velocity near the

base of theML,wI , is thus equal to the divergence of the

total horizontal transport in the ML.

Consider then wa. Haney (1971) proposed, as a sur-

face thermal boundary condition for ocean circulation

models, that the surface heat flux be set equal to
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Q2(TA 2T), where Q2 is a parameter with units of

Wm22 8C21. Based on zonal- and time-averaged quan-

tities, this author reported observational estimates ofQ2

in the range from about 25Wm22 8C21 to about

50Wm22 8C21. The parameter wA 5Q2/(roCp) would

therefore vary between 63 1026 and 123 1026 m s21,

considering a density ro 5 1025kgm23 and a heat ca-

pacity at constant pressure Cp 5 4000 J kg21 8C21 for

seawater. Unless stipulated otherwise, a constant value

wA 5 93 1026 m s21 is used in this study. The parame-

ters of the ML model are listed in Table 1.

d. Model domain and boundary condition

The domain of theMLmodel is a region between 368–
628N and 118–478W in the North Atlantic (Fig. 1). The

temperature values at the boundaries of the domain are

assumed to be governed solely by the heat exchange

with the atmosphere,

›T

›t
5

w
A

h
(T

A
2T) . (11)

The temperature evolution at the boundaries would

follow approximately that in the interior of the domain,

provided that surface heat exchange is a leading-order

term in the ML temperature equation. A test of this

condition is provided in the next section. Note that, in

contrast to T, the horizontal velocity components are all

defined inside the domain (appendix A), so that no

condition on the horizontal flow is needed at the

boundaries.

e. Solution for the modern North Atlantic

In this section, we illustrate the ML temperature dis-

tribution and surface circulation in the modern North

Atlantic, which are calculated by the model and com-

pare briefly the model solution with observational esti-

mates. The ML temperature equation (2) is integrated

to steady state using the numerical method described in

appendix A and with values of (TA, TI , S, h, ts) derived

from modern climatologies (appendix B). The initial

conditions are provided by modern annual mean SSTs

(Locarnini et al. 2013) averaged in model grid cells.

The simulated ML temperature distribution (Fig. 4)

shows a modest adjustment compared to the initial

conditions (Fig. 1), which reflects the fact that TA is

based on the modern SSTs (appendix B) and the im-

portance of surface flux in the ML heat balance (2). The

importance of surface heat flux suggests that the

boundary condition (11) provides a reasonable approx-

imation of the ML heat balance in the interior of

the domain.

The simulated distribution of ML total velocity,

u5 uE 1 uT 1uS, shows a generally southeastward flow

(Fig. 4a). This flow reveals the Ekman contribution to u

in our North Atlantic domain, where the zonal compo-

nent of surface wind stress is predominantly eastward

(Risien and Chelton 2008). Temperature and salinity

tend to offset their effects on horizontal density gradi-

ents and hence on the geostrophic contribution to u (not

shown). Indeed, observational studies have shown that

large-scale fronts in the North Atlantic are partially

compensated, with waters tending to be warm and salty

on one side of the fronts and cool and fresh on the other

side (Stommel 1993; Chen 1995).

Observational estimates of North Atlantic surface

circulation have been derived from drifters which have

drogues attached at depth (15 or 100m) to minimize the

effects of the winds, whether direct or indirect through

the Ekman currents (Rossby 1996; Fratantoni 2001). To

compare consistently these estimates with our model,

we consider the simulated distribution of uT 1 uS, the

geostrophic part of the total ML velocity (Fig. 4b). The

simulated field of uT 1uS reveals a generally north-

eastward flow, which agrees qualitatively with the drifter

observations.

Notice that agreement is not found throughout the

domain, however. In the region between 408–508W
and 408–508N, the simulated velocity uT 1 uS (Fig. 4b)

does not reproduce the northward flow along the

continental rise and the anticyclonic eddy [the Mann

eddy (Mann 1967)] southeast of the Grand Banks, as

inferred from drifters (e.g., Fratantoni 2001). In this

region, the mean speed of surface current estimated

from drifters [38 cms21 (Fratantoni 2001)] exceeds the

simulated values of juT 1 uSj by one order of magnitude.

Among the possible sources of disagreement are the

model limitations, in particular the lack of deep ocean

dynamics and the coarse horizontal resolution.

4. Sequential methods

Sequential methods are applied in order to combine

the sediment SST records (section 2) with the surface

circulation model (section 3). They will allow us to

produce an estimate of the time-dependent state of the

TABLE 1. Parameters of the ocean mixed layer model.

Definition Value Units

V Earth angular velocity 7:33 1025 s21

r Earth radius 6371 km

ro Reference density 1025 kgm23

g Acceleration due to gravity 9.81 m s22

a Thermal expansion coefficient 23 1024 8C21

b Haline contraction coefficient 0:8/ro 1

wa Strength of air–sea heat exchange Variable m s21
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surface North Atlantic over the past 14.5 kyr, which is

consistent both observationally and dynamically. For

conciseness, the problem of estimating past ocean states

is referred below to as the inverse problem.

a. State vector

The elements of the state vector are the variables that

define the state of the surface North Atlantic in terms of

the model. They are the unknowns of the inverse

problem, including the distributions of the ML temper-

ature, the apparent atmospheric temperature, the in-

terior temperature, the ML depth, and the Ekman and

saline contributions to u. The thermal contribution to u

is not considered as a separate variable, since it can be

determined diagnostically from the ML temperature

field using (8).

The state vector (x below) is more specifically defined

as follows. Let u* and y* be, respectively, the zonal and

meridional component of the vector sum uE 1 uS. The

apparent atmospheric temperature (TA), the interior

temperature (TI), the ML depth (h), and the velocity

components (u*, y*) are each a function of longitude l,

latitudef, and time t. The inclusion in the state vector of

the gridded field of all these variables, however, would

lead to a vector x with a dimension of O(103), which

would make the application of sequential methods im-

practical given the available resources. To lower the

dimension of x, a ‘‘state reduction’’ approach is adopted,

FIG. 4. Distribution of annual mean temperature (contour interval of 28C) in the modern

North Atlantic simulated by the model. The corresponding distributions of (a) total velocity

uE 1uT 1uS and (b) geostrophic velocity uT 1uS are shown. The maximum amplitude in the

velocity field is (a) 1.80 cm s21 and (b) 1.04 cm s21. In both panels, the gray circles show the

location of sediment cores SU81–18, CH69-K09, and NA87–22.
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whereby some of the variables in x are approximated

by analytic functions of spatial coordinates (e.g.,

Gaspar and Wunsch 1989). Specifically, the variables

(TA, TI , h, u*, y*) are each represented as the sum of a

polynomial function and a residual term:

(T
A
,T

I
,h, u*, y*)5 �

K

k51

[c
(TA)

k , c
(TI )

k , c
(h)
k , c

k

(u
*
)
, c

(y
*
)

k ]l
ak
c fbk

c

1 (fT
A
,fT

I
, ~h, eu*,ey*).

(12)

Here, c(�)k is a time-dependent coefficient, lc 5 l2 l0 and

fc 5f2f0, where l0 5 298W and f0 5 498N (the point

l0, f0 is near the ‘‘center’’ of the domain), (ak, bk) are

integral exponents, and ~(�) is a residual term that varies

with (l, f). The coefficients [c
(TA)
k , c

(TI )
k , c

(h)
k , ck

(u
*
)
, ck

(y
*
)
]

determine the time-dependent part of the distributions

of (TA, TI , h, u*, y*). Their evolution is described in

probabilistic terms (random walk):

c(�)k (t1Dt)5 c(�)k (t)1h
c
(�)
k

(t1Dt) , (13)

where h
c
(�)
k

is a purely random process (noise) with zero

mean and constant variance. The effect of this de-

scription is to impose some temporal covariance and

nonstationarity on the fields of (TA, TI , h, u*, y*). The

state is then defined by the gridded field of ML tem-

perature (including the T values at the boundaries) and

by the coefficients c(�)k, k5 1, 2, . . . , K:

x5 [T
1,1
, . . . , c

(TA)
1 , . . . , c

(TI)
1 , . . . , c

(h)
1 , . . . , c

(u
*
)

1 , . . . , c
(y
*
)

1 , . . .]0,

(14)

where the prime designates the vector transpose. The

substitution in the state vector of the gridded fields of

(TA, TI , h, u*, y*) by their respective polynomial co-

efficients can reduce the dimension of the state vector

very significantly, depending on K. Unless stated oth-

erwise, these fields are approximated with K5 10 terms

(Table 2), which reduces the dimension of the state

vector to 306 elements and entails some loss of hori-

zontal resolution.

b. Observation and dynamic equations

The state vector x satisfies two equations, both of

which are written below in discrete form [e.g., x(t) is

written as xi where i is a time index]. The first equation is

the observation equation

z
i
5H

i
x
i
1 v

i
, (15)

where zi is a vector of observations, Hi is a matrix that

relates the state elements to the observations, and vi is a

vector of observational errors. In this study, the observa-

tions are the sediment records of SST (Fig. 2) and, for the

modern time (0yr BP), observational estimates of the el-

ements of x derived from modern data. These estimates

come from (i) the annualmean SSTs reported inLocarnini

et al. (2013) and (ii) the coefficients c(�)k , k5 1, 2, . . . , K,

determined from modern observations (appendix C).

The second equation satisfied by the state x is the

dynamic equation,

x
i11

5 f(x
i
)1w

i
, (16)

where f is a vector of functions of xi, and wi is another

vector of errors. The functions in f are obtained from (i)

the finite-difference approximations of the ML tem-

perature equation (2) and of the boundary condition

(11), and (ii) the probability model for the polynomial

coefficients (13) (see appendixA). Note that some of the

functions in f contain products of state elements, which

makes our inverse problem nonlinear.

c. Observation and model errors

Estimates of SST derived from the sediment (section

2) and the ocean model considered for their in-

terpretation (section 3) have sizeable uncertainties and

limitations. Accordingly, neither the SST estimates nor

the model equations should be imposed perfectly when

analyzing the SST records. The following assumptions

are made about the data errors vi and the model errors

wi. Both vi andwi are assumed to have zero mean and to

show no temporal correlation. Moreover, they are taken

to be mutually uncorrelated at any time. Collectively,

E[v
i
]5 0 and E[v

i
v0j]5R

i
d
ij
, (17a)

E[w
i
]5 0 and E[w

i
w0

j]5Q
i
d
ij
, and (17b)

E[v
i
w0

j]5 0 "i, j , (17c)

whereE[�] is the expected value (the mean) and dij is the

Kronecker delta (i.e., dij 5 1 if i5 j and dij 5 0 other-

wise). The quantities Ri and Qi are the covariance

TABLE 2. Integral exponents of the polynomial approximations.

k in reference inversion

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

ak 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 3 1 2

bk 0 1 0 2 0 1 3 0 2 1

k in sensitivity test

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

ak 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 3 1 2 0 4 1 3 2

bk 0 1 0 2 0 1 3 0 2 1 4 0 3 1 2
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matrices for the observational errors and the model er-

rors, respectively.

The matrix Ri is constructed as follows. Its diagonal

elements are the variances of the errors in the obser-

vations defined in zi: that is, in the sediment SSTs and in

the modern observational estimates of the state ele-

ments. The error variances for the sediment SSTs are set

equal to the square of the errors displayed in Fig. 2. The

error variances for the modern SSTs are calculated by

propagating the standard errors in the annual mean

SSTs (Locarnini et al. 2013) contributing to the gridcell

averages (appendix B), assuming no error correlation.

The error variances for the modern estimates of

[c
(TA)
k , c

(TI )
k , c

(h)
k , c

(u
*
)

k , c
(y
*
)

k ] are determined as described

in appendix C. The off-diagonal elements of Ri are the

covariances of the errors in the observations in zi. They are

set to zero, except for themodern estimates of [c
(TA)
k , c

(TI )
k ,

c
(h)
k , c

(u
*
)

k , c
(y
*
)

k ] (appendix C).

The matrix Qi is established as follows. Its diagonal

elements are the variances of the errors in the equa-

tions defined in f(xi)5 0, and its off-diagonal elements

are the covariances between these errors. The error

variances are assumed to be the same at every time,

and the error covariances are taken as zero, so that Qi

is time invariant (Qi 5Q) and diagonal. The error

variances for the discrete forms of the ML tempera-

ture equation (2) and of the boundary condition (11)

are arbitrarily taken as proportional to the spatial

average of annual mean SSTs in the model domain

according to modern observations (Locarnini et al.

2013). This average is noted TN , where i5N refers to

the modern time (0 yr BP). In the same vein,

the variance of the noise in the probability model

(13) is set proportional to the magnitude of

[c
(TA)
k , c

(TI )
k , c

(h)
k , c

(u
*
)

k , c
(y
*
)

k ] as estimated from modern

observations. Thus,

Q5 diag[q
(T)
1 , . . . , q

(TA)
1 , . . . , q

(TI )
1 , . . . ,q

(h)
1 , . . . , q

1

(u
*
)
, . . . ,q

1

(y
*
)
, . . . ], (18)

where

[q
(T)
k , q

(TA)
k ,q

(TI )
k ,q

(h)
k ,q

k

(u*), q
k

(y*)]5 �2[T
N
, ĉ

(TA)
k,N , ĉ

(TI )
k,N , ĉ

(h)
k,N , ĉ

(u
*
)

k,N , ĉ
(y
*
)

k,N ]2. (19)

The factor � is determined a posteriori, as described in

section (5a).

d. Kalman filter

The conventional Kalman filter assumes that the

equations in f and the observations in z are linear

functions of the state elements in x (e.g., Anderson and

Moore 1979). Consequently, it cannot be applied here

given the nonlinearities in some of the equations.

Different versions of the Kalman filter have been

proposed to account for the presence of nonlinearities

in the system dynamics and (or) in the observations

[for a short review, see Wunsch (2006b)]. Two of these

versions are considered in this paper: the extended

Kalman filter (EKF) and the linearized Kalman filter

(LKF). Both versions rely on the linearization of the

equations in f, but around a different state. In the EKF,

the equations in f(xi) are linearized about the most

recent state estimate at time i. In the LKF, they are lin-

earized about a reference state, which in this study is a

constant state constrained from modern observations.

TheML temperatures estimated from the EKF and LKF

can be considered as weighted least squares estimates,

with the weighting provided by Pi(2) and Ri. Details

about the two filters are provided in appendix D.

The following notation is adopted in this paper. The

Kalman filter estimate of the state at time i is denoted as

x̂i(1), where the plus sign indicates that the estimate

considers the data prior to and at time i. This notation is

used to contrast x̂i(1) from x̂i(2), which is the estimate

at time i that only considers the data prior to this time.

The error covariance matrix, or uncertainty, of x̂i(6) is

Pi(6)5E[fx̂i(6)2 xigfx̂i(6)2 xig0], where xi is the

true state at time i.

For both the EKF and LKF, the initial state estimate

at 14 500 yr BP, x̂0(1), is determined from modern ob-

servations, and its uncertainty, P0(1), includes rela-

tively large error (co)variances to account for the fact

that the state of the surfaceNorthAtlantic at 14.5 kyr BP

may have been different from the modern state. Con-

sider first x̂0(1). The initial ML temperatures are ob-

tained by averaging in model grid cells the modern

annual mean SSTs at 18 3 18 resolution of Locarnini et

al. (2013). The initial values of the polynomial co-

efficients c(�)k,0, k5 1, 2, . . . , K, are determined from

modern observations, as described in appendix C.

Consider then P0(1). The error variances for the initial

ML temperatures are set equal to the spatial variance of

these temperature values, which amounts to (4:48C)2.
The error covariances for the initial ML temperatures
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are taken as zero. The error (co)variances for the initial

coefficients c(�)k,0, k5 1, 2, . . . , K, are taken as 4 times

the error (co)variances for the modern estimates of these

coefficients (appendix C). Thus, the errors at 14.5 kyr BP

in the spatial patterns of (TA, TI , h, u*, y*), which are

described by (12), are set equal to twice the corre-

sponding errors at 0 kyr BP.

We find that the EKF and LKF lead to very similar

estimates of ML temperature and of their errors near

the sediment core locations (appendix D). Thus, the

estimation of the North Atlantic ML temperature

field and of its errors does not seem to depend ap-

preciably on whether the equations in f(xi) are line-

arized about the most recent state estimate, x̂i(1), or

about the initial state estimate, x̂0(1). Solutions ob-

tained from the LKF are only considered in the re-

mainder of the paper.

e. Smoother

The application of a Kalman filter allows us to derive

estimates of the time-evolving state of the surface North

Atlantic that are constrained by both the SST records

and the ML model. A Kalman filter, however, consti-

tutes an incomplete analysis, in the sense that the filter

estimates are based solely on past and present obser-

vations: the filter estimate x̂i(1) is determined from data

prior to and at time i but is not constrained by obser-

vations posterior to time i. To account for posterior

observations, a smoother should be used (e.g., Anderson

and Moore 1979).

A linearized smoother is applied in order to estimate

states of the surface North Atlantic that are consistent

with the entire SST records and the modern observa-

tions, as well as with themodel physics. Since the state of

the surface North Atlantic is to be estimated at times

within a fixed interval, a so-called fixed-interval

smoother is applied (e.g., Anderson and Moore 1979).

As for the filter estimates, the ML temperatures esti-

mated from the smoother can be viewed as weighted

least squares estimates, but with the weighting provided

by P0(1), Ri, and Q. Details about the smoother can be

found in appendix E.

5. Results

a. Filtering solutions

In this section, the LKF is applied to estimate the

time-dependent state of the surface North Atlantic from

14 500 yr BP (i5 0) to 0 yr BP (i5N). Our goal is to il-

lustrate the effect of model errors on the state estimates

and to produce a solution that will constitute the first

part of the smoothing solution to be discussed in

section 5b.

The application of a Kalman filter such as LKF re-

quires knowledge of the covariance matrices for the

data andmodel errors (appendix D).Whereas the data

errors are relatively well understood, the model errors

are more difficult to constrain. However, the sequence

dzi 2Hidx̂i(2)5 zi 2Hix̂i(2) (appendix D) contains

information about the ability of the model to replicate

observations and hence about model errors. Consider

a linear and time-invariant system: that is, a system

with zi 5Hxi 1 vi and f(xi)5Axi 1 bi, where (A, H, R, Q)

are constant matrices and bi is a deterministic forcing.

A filter of such a system is optimal provided that

zi 2Hx̂i(2) is a normal white noise sequence with co-

variance H0Pi(2)H1R (Mehra 1970). The properties of

zi 2Hx̂i(2), known as the innovation sequence, can

therefore be consulted in order to assess the opti-

mality of the filtering solution. Although the system

(15)–(16) is not linear and not time invariant (e.g.,

H5Hi is variable), the innovation properties are

nonetheless useful for evaluating the ability of the

model to explain the observations and for constrain-

ing a plausible choice of model errors in Q, as

shown below.

We consider three solutions of the LKF obtained from

different assumptions about the model errors in Q:

�5 1024, �5 1023, and �5 1022. For each solution, we

illustrate both the elements of zi 2Hix̂i(2) (Fig. 5) and

the distribution function of the innovation elements

normalized to their standard deviations (Fig. 6). Note

that the elements of zN 2HN x̂N(2), which includes

modern observations, are removed from both figures in

order to isolate the ability of the model to replicate the

sediment SST records.

We find that, for the solution with �5 1024 (relatively

small model errors), the elements of zi 2Hix̂i(2)

average 20.88C, with a standard error of 0.18C, and re-

constructed SSTs between ca. 11 and 13kyr BP are

strongly overestimated (Fig. 5a). This solution is ap-

parently biased: the SST records are poorly replicated

due to the prescription of too small model errors

(Fig. 6a). In contrast, for the solution with �5 1022

(higher model errors), the innovation elements

average 20.18C with a standard error of 0.18C, and the

reconstructed SST values between ca. 11 and 13 kyr BP

are better reproduced (Fig. 5c), revealing no apparent

bias. However, the close fit of the filter temperatures to

the sediment SSTs that is obtained in this case does not

seem to be warranted given the errors in the sediment

SSTs (Fig. 6c), suggesting that the choice �5 1022 is

giving too much confidence in the data. The in-

termediate choice �5 1023 leads to a solution that shows

both no clear bias (Fig. 5b) and no clear sign of under- or

overfit to the SST records (Fig. 6b).
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The time series of ML temperature near the sedi-

ment core locations as estimated by the LKF for

�5 1023 are shown in Fig. 7. As expected, the tem-

peratures estimated from filtering are generally con-

sistent with those reconstructed from the faunal

counts for each core: the differences between the fil-

tering and reconstructed temperatures are generally

less than one standard deviation in the filtering

estimates.

Notice the discontinuities in the time series of the

filter temperatures and of their errors, which occur

when SST observations are available (Fig. 7; see also

Figs. D1 and D2). When observations are available,

the filter combines the model forecast dx̂i(2) with the

observations dzi to produce the filter estimate dx̂i(1)

according to (D9) (appendix D). The state then de-

viates from its evolution driven by the model to a de-

gree that depends on the Kalman gain (i.e., on the

relative influence of Pi(2) and Ri). Furthermore, the

errors in the filter temperature estimates are reduced

when observations are available (Fig. 7; see also

Fig. D2). This behavior can be understood from the

following equation:

P
i
(1)21 5P

i
(2)21 1H0

iRi
H

i
, (20)

which can be derived from Pi(1)5 [I2KiHi]Pi(2)

(appendix D) using the matrix inversion lemma

(Liebelt 1967). As shown by (20), the uncertainty of

the state after measurement,Pi(1), is never larger than

Pi(2), since H0
iRiHi is at least positive definite (Bryson

and Ho 1975). In contrast, when observations are not

available, the evolution of the state is entirely gov-

erned by the model (D8a), and the state uncertainty

evolves according to the error propagation equation

(D8b).

FIG. 5. Time series of the elements of zi 2Hix̂i(2) in three different LKF experiments with

(a) �5 1024, (b) �5 1023, and (c) �5 1022. In each panel, mI and sI are, respectively, the av-

erage and the standard error of the innovation elements.
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b. Smoothing solution

In this section, the linearized smoother is applied to

estimate the time-dependent state of the surface

North Atlantic over the past 14 500 yr (with �5 1023).

The time series of ML temperature near the sediment

core locations as estimated by the smoother are shown

in Fig. 8. In contrast to the filtering estimates (Fig. 7),

each smoothing estimate of temperature is con-

strained by the entire dataset, including by the data

posterior to the time of the estimate. The consider-

ation of posterior data has two noticeable conse-

quences. First, compared to the filtering estimates, the

smoothing estimates of temperature present reduced

discontinuities at times when data are available

(hence the name ‘‘smoother’’). Second, the errors in

the smoothing estimates are lower than the errors in

the filtering estimates, as anticipated from (E4) (cf.

Fig. 8 with Fig. 7).

We consider the position of the 108CML isotherm in

the North Atlantic domain during the Younger Dryas,

which is estimated in the smoothing solution (Fig. 9).

In the modern North Atlantic, the 108C surface rep-

resents reasonably well the st 5 27:2 kgm23 surface in

the main thermocline, and its rapid shoaling near 508N
indicates the path of the NAC–SPF system (Rossby

1996). As shown in Fig. 9, the 108C ML isotherm is

estimated to have been more zonal and located more

to the south at 12 000 yr BP compared to today. Sur-

face waters warmer than 108C would have been con-

fined to south of 488N throughout the basin in the

annual mean sense. The errors in the smoothing esti-

mates of ML temperature at 12 000 yr BP vary from

0.548 to 0.948C, with minima in the latitude band be-

tween the sediment core locations and maxima outside

the band (dashed lines in Fig. 9). This pattern results

from a combination of model dynamics f, model errors

Q, data distribution Hi, and data errors Ri, as shown by

the error covariance equations of the filter (D8b) and

the smoother (E4).

The estimated meridional shift of the 108C ML iso-

therm is much larger in the east than in the west of the

studied domain (Fig. 9), despite the fact that the three

SST records show comparable warming from the YD

to the present time (Fig. 2). The smoothing solution is

generally consistent with the YD data for each record

(Fig. 8) but features a much greater shift of the iso-

therm near the longitudes of eastern cores SU81–18

and NA87–22 than near the longitude of western core

CH69-K09 (Fig. 9). We interpret this result as being

due to the location of the western core CH69-K09

within a region of large meridional SST gradients

(Fig. 1).

FIG. 6. Distribution function of the elements of zi 2Hix̂i(2)

normalized to their standard deviations in three different LKF

experiments with (a) �5 1024, (b) �5 1023, and (c) �5 1022. The

dashed line in each panel is the normal distribution function.
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6. Discussion

In this section, we discuss in more detail the deglacial

movements of the 108C ML isotherm in the North At-

lantic that are estimated in the smoothing solution. This

is done with the understanding that a single isotherm

may not be appropriate to characterize the path of the

NAC–SPF system over the entire North Atlantic, par-

ticularly because (i) temperature may vary along the

path, and (ii) the system may be composed of different

branches (e.g., Sy et al. 1992; White and Heywood 1995;

Read et al. 2010).We then clarify the implications of our

results for North Atlantic deglacial oceanography.

a. Meridional movements of 108C isotherm

We consider the estimated meridional movements

of the 108C isotherm at three different longitudes:

138W (close to the longitudes of cores SU81–18 and

NA87–22), 298W(approximately the central longitude

of the domain), and 478W (close to the longitude of

core CH69-K09). At each of these longitudes, the

latitude of the 108C isotherm, f10, is determined by

linear interpolation from the encompassing tempera-

tures TS and TN ,

f
10
5

f
S
jT

N
2 10j1f

N
jT

S
2 10j

jT
S
2T

N
j , (21)

where fS (fN) is the latitude of the grid point where

T5TS (T5TN). The uncertainty in f10, sf10
, is calcu-

lated by error propagation with due regard for error

correlation,

s2
f10

5

�
›f

10

›T
N

s
TN

�2

1

�
›f

10

›T
S

s
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�2

1 2
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›T
N

›f
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›T
S

cov(s
TN
,s

TS
), (22)

FIG. 7. Reconstructed SSTs and filtering estimates ofML temperature for (a) core NA87–22,

(b) core CH69-K09, and (c) core SU81–18. The black circles are the SSTs reconstructed from

faunal counts, and the vertical bars are their estimated errors. The blue lines show the ML

temperatures (6one standard deviation) estimated from the LKF (�5 1023).
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where sTN
(sTS

) is the error (standard deviation) of TN

(TS) and cov(sTN
, sTS

) is the covariance between these

errors. The partial derivatives in (22) are evaluated an-

alytically from (21).

The meridional displacements of the 108C isotherm

that are estimated by the smoother are very distinct at

138, 298, and 478W (Fig. 10). In the eastern North At-

lantic (138W), the displacements at the start and end of

the YD are estimated to reach about 158 (Fig. 10a).
They are significant at the level of two standard de-

viations in the isotherm position (sf10
), the particular

significance level depending on the precise pair of

dates for which f10 values are compared. The meridi-

onal variations of f10 associated with the YD are

clearly the most pronounced and most significant ones

over the past 14.5 kyr. In the central North Atlantic

(298W), the 108C isotherm would have experienced

meridional displacements of only about 58 across the
YD (Fig. 10b). Note the relatively large uncertainties

in the isotherm position over the past 9–10 kyr at this

longitude. They stem primarily from the fact that in

the smoothing solution the meridional thermal gradi-

ents near the latitude of the 108C isotherm are small

during this time interval (not shown), leading to en-

hanced values of the partial derivatives in (22) and

hence to enhanced values of sf10
. Finally, in the

western North Atlantic (478W), the 108C isotherm is

estimated to have remained within a few degrees of the

latitude of 458N (Fig. 10c). Collectively, these results

imply that the 108C isotherm would have pivoted twice

around a region southeast of the Grand Banks, with

a SW–NE orientation during the Bølling–Allerød
and the Holocene and a more zonal orientation and

southerly position during the YD. This pivotal motion

is consistent with previous depictions of the polar

front movements during past climate changes (e.g.,

Ruddiman and McIntyre 1981; Zahn 1994; Barker

et al. 2015).

FIG. 8. Reconstructed SSTs and smoothing estimates of ML temperature for (a) core NA87–

22, (b) core CH69-K09, and (c) core SU81–18. The black circles are the SSTs reconstructed

from faunal counts, and the vertical bars are their estimated errors. The blue lines show theML

temperatures (6one standard deviation) estimated from the linearized smoother.
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We focus on the pronounced meridional variations of

the 108C isotherm at 138W that are inferred at the onset

and termination of the YD (Fig. 11). An apparent speed

of migration of the isotherm during the two periods is

estimated from a weighted least squares fit of f10 versus

time, with the weighting provided by the variable sf10
.

We find that the isotherm would have moved southward

at an apparent speed of (4:76 0:6) kmyr21 from 13.5 to

13.0 kyr BP and northward at an apparent speed of

(4:46 1:2) kmyr21 from 11.6 to 11.0 kyr BP, where the

errors are standard errors. These values are comparable

to the apparent speed of advance (retreat) of the polar

front at the onset (termination) of theYDbetween cores

CH73–139C and SU81–18 (Bard et al. 1987). According

to these authors, the front would havemoved in less than

400 yr over the distance of about 1930km between these

two cores (Fig. 1): that is, at an apparent speed of less

than 4.8 kmyr21.

The front migration speeds estimated here and in

prior work should be interpreted with caution. The finite

deposition rates, discrete sampling along the core, and

bioturbation imply that the sediment records have a

bounded resolution, limited here to centennial and

lower-frequency variability. Besides, the frontmigration

speeds estimated from sediment records arise from rel-

atively small phase differences between the records and

hence may be particularly sensitive to the assumptions

about core chronologies.

b. Sensitivity to model parameters

We consider the effects on our results of (i) the pa-

rameter wA, which determines the strength of air–sea

heat exchange, and (ii) the number K of terms retained

in the polynomial functions for (TA, TI , h, u*, y*)

(12).

Consider first the effect of wA. We produce two other

smoothing solutions with wA 5 63 1026 m s21 and

wA 5 123 1026 m s21, which approximate the range of

values ofQ2 reported by Haney (1971) (section 3d). For

both solutions, the estimated latitudes of the 108C iso-

therm, f10, show small differences compared to those

estimated in our reference solution (section 5b): for each

longitude (138, 298, and 478W), the differences in the

estimated latitude are always less than 0.58 (notice that

f10 values at times whenf10 is estimated to be present at

more than one latitude at a given longitude are not

considered in the comparison). In the solution with

wA 5 63 1026 m s21, the speed of isotherm movement

amounts to (4:76 0:6) and (4:46 1:1) kmyr21 between

13.0 and 13.5 kyr BP and 11.0 and 11.6 kyr BP, re-

spectively. In the solution with wA 5 123 1026 m s21,

they amount to (4:76 0:6) and (4:46 1:2) kmyr21, re-

spectively. Thus, our results do not seem to be sensitive

to wA, provided that wA is in the range determined from

modern observations.

Consider then the effect of K, the number of terms

retained in (12). A smoothing solution is obtained with

K5 15, thereby increasing by 5 the number of terms in

each polynomial (Table 2). The estimated latitudes of

the 108C isotherm are comparable to those of the ref-

erence solution: for each longitude (138, 298, and 478W),

the absolute differences in the estimated latitude aver-

age to less than 18, with a maximum value of 58 (again,
excludingf10 values at times whenf10 is present at more

FIG. 9. Position of the 108CML isothermat 0 and 12 000 yr BP (blue lines), and distribution of

ML temperature error at 12 000 yr BP (short dashed black lines) in the smoothing solution. The

ML temperature errors are shown with a contour interval of 0.18C and increase meridionally

from themiddle latitude of the domain (boundedwith long dashed black lines). The gray circles

show the location of sediment cores SU81–18, CH69-K09, and NA87–22.
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than one latitude at a given longitude). The speed

of isotherm movement reaches (5:46 1:0) and

(5:06 2:1) kmyr21 between 13.0 and 13.5kyr BP and 11.0

and 11.6kyr BP, respectively. As for wa, the smoothing

solution does not seem to be very sensitive to K, at least

within the range of values being considered.

c. Paleoceanographic implications

The past states of the surface North Atlantic that are

inferred in this study are intended to represent annual

averages. Although estimates of cold- and warm-season

SSTs are available at the core locations (section 2), no

attempt is made to infer the SST field at subannual time

scales. Thus, the sediment SSTs considered are averages

of the seasonal values (section 2), and the observations

used to establish the initial and final states are annual

means (sections 3–4). In fact, the ML temperatures es-

timated in this work remain above 21.98C, the freezing

point of seawater for a salinity of 35 and zero hydrostatic

pressure (Millero 1978) (the sole exception is for the

EKF solution discussed in appendixD, for which theML

temperature at the northern- and western-most grid point

of the domain is 22.18C at 13 140 yr BP and 21.98C
thereafter). This result does not imply that sea ice was

not present but that the (annual mean) SST records

being considered do not require its presence in our

North Atlantic domain. Below, two specific mechanisms

of large-scale frontal movements in the deglacial North

Atlantic are discussed that do not explicitly involve a

role of sea ice.

1) FRONTAL MOVEMENTS INDUCED BY VARYING

ICE SHEET TOPOGRAPHY

Keffer et al. (1988) proposed that the Laurentide Ice

Sheet (LIS) may have modified the North Atlantic at-

mospheric circulation in such a manner as to cause the

FIG. 10. Meridional movements of the 108C ML isotherm in the smoothing solution along

(a) 138W, (b) 298W, and (c) 478W. In each panel, the open circles are the estimated latitudes of

the isotherm, and the vertical bars are their estimated errors. The vertical dashed lines show

approximate dates of the onset (13 kyr BP) and termination (11.6 kyr BP) of the YD.
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line of zero wind stress curl to become more zonal and,

in turn, force a more zonal boundary between the

subtropical and subpolar gyres during the LGM. It is

not clear, however, that changes in the North Atlantic

wind field associated with LIS changes were fast

enough to cause the front to move over the relatively

short period of 500–1000 yr (Fig. 11). Keffer et al.

(1988) stressed that this mechanismwould account only

for oceanic changes over the relatively long time scales

characterizing the buildup and decay of continental ice

sheets. It would not explain the YD event (Keffer et al.

1988), although the effects of a varying size or shape of

continental ice sheets have more recently been impli-

cated in abrupt climate changes (e.g., Schulz et al. 1999;

Jackson 2000; Schulz 2002; Wunsch 2006a; Zhang

et al. 2014).

2) FRONTAL MOVEMENTS DUE TO OCEAN

CURRENT SWITCHING

Rossby and Nilsson (2003) proposed an ocean current

switching mechanism that involves a rapid movement of

the front between the two gyres at the termination of the

YD. They suggested the operation of a salinity-driven

feedback that amplifies the production ofNorthAtlantic

DeepWater. According to this alternativemechanism, a

drop in steric height or sea level at the Iceland–Scotland

Ridge would be transmitted southward and westward by

topographic and planetary waves. The NAC near the

Grand Banks (the Gulf Stream in their paper) would

respond to the resulting perturbation along the western

boundary by transporting warm salty water north

along a topographically defined path, thereby reinforc-

ing deep water production. The rapid switch of the

NAC–SPF system from its glacial zonal to present me-

ridional course, the authors argued, would have led to

the abrupt end of the YD as inferred fromGreenland ice

core records (e.g., Alley et al. 1993).

We compare the time scales of signal transmission by

wave propagation and salt advection with the time scale

of front migration as inferred in this study. Rossby and

Nilsson (2003) estimated that the initial perturbation at

the Iceland–Scotland Ridge would be signaled by to-

pographic and planetary waves to the northeastern coast

of North America in about 5 months and that the transit

of salty water from the tail of the Grand Banks to Ice-

land would take about 2 yr. Although these figures are

rough estimates, as pointed out by the authors, the col-

lective time scale of about 2.5 yr is smaller by two to

three orders of magnitude than the time scale of about

500–1000 yr inferred in this study (Fig. 11). The mis-

match would provide evidence against the current

switching envisioned byRossby and Nilsson (2003), with

the caveat that the bounded resolution of sediment re-

cords and systematic errors in their phase relationships

may bias the estimates of isotherm migration speed

(section 6a).

FIG. 11. Meridional movements of the 108C ML isotherm along 138W in the smoothing so-

lution. The circles are the estimated latitudes of the isotherm, and the vertical bars are their

estimated errors. The two gray lines are the weighted least squares fit to data from 13.5 to

13.0 kyr BP and from 11.6 to 11.0 kyr BP. The data used for the fits are shown as solid circles.
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7. Conclusions and possible extensions

In this paper, a coarse-resolution model of surface

ocean circulation is fitted to three sediment records of

SST using sequential methods. The result of the fit is an

estimate of model variables, such as mixed layer tem-

perature, and of their errors in a region of the North

Atlantic over the past 14 500 yr. In contrast to previous

studies, the estimated evolution of ML temperatures is

consistent with a dynamical description of surface flow,

and formal uncertainties are provided. Emphasis is

placed on the meridional shifts of the 108C isotherm,

which roughly coincides with themodern pathway of the

North Atlantic Current–Subpolar Front system.

We find that the 108C isotherm would have pivoted

twice around a region southeast of the Grand Banks,

with a SW–NE orientation during the Bølling–Allerød
and the Holocene and a more zonal orientation and

southerly position during theYoungerDryas. This result

is broadly consistent with previous inferences about the

‘‘polar front’’ in the paleoceanographic literature (e.g.,

Ruddiman and McIntyre 1981). In the eastern North

Atlantic (138W), the estimated deglacial movements of

the isotherm span over 158 of latitude and are significant

at the level of two standard deviations in the isotherm

position. At this longitude, the isotherm would have

migrated southward at a speed of (4:76 0:6) kmyr21

between 13.0 and 13.5 kyr BP and northward at a speed

of (4:46 1:2) kmyr21 between 11.0 and 11.6 kyr BP

(reference solution), where the errors reflect the error

(co)variances of the estimated ML temperature fields.

The time scale of the inferred frontalmovementswould

amount to less than 500–1000yr, assuming negligible er-

rors in the phase differences between the sediment re-

cords. It appears too small to support the LIS-induced

mechanism envisioned by Keffer et al. (1988), although

more recent ideas have invoked a role of varying topog-

raphy of continental ice sheets in millennial-scale climate

changes (e.g., Jackson 2000; Wunsch 2006a; Zhang et al.

2014). On the other hand, it is greater by two to three

orders of magnitude than the time scale (ca. 2.5 yr) in-

volved in the current switching mechanism to explain the

abrupt termination of the YD (Rossby andNilsson 2003).

The bounded resolution of sediment records and the

uncertainties in their phase relationships, however, pre-

vent testing this mechanism with high confidence.

Extensions of this work appear endless. Needless to

say, the present experiments should be repeated with a

larger number of SST records, which ideally should meet

the following criteria. First, the records should be based

on well-constrained age models with a consistent set of

chronological assumptions (radiocarbon calibration, res-

ervoir ages, etc.). Second, they should possess sufficiently

high resolution in order to document SST changes asso-

ciated with relatively rapid events such as the YD. Fi-

nally, they should rely on the same reconstruction

method in order to avoid offsets arising from the con-

sideration of different temperature indicators and (or)

different calibrations to SST. Alternately, different tem-

perature proxies could be combined in an attempt to re-

duce the bias in SST estimates derived from sediment

indicators (MARGO 2009). The chronology of the sedi-

ment records considered in this study strongly depends

on the assumed synchronism with Greenland records

[Waelbroeck et al. (2001); for a recent discussion of this

approach, see Austin and Hibbert (2012)]. Particularly

desirable would be records that are both free of such an

assumption and based on reliable reservoir ages. Records

from sites that would bracket or delineate the Subpolar

Front at different times would be particularly useful, such

as from the northern Newfoundland basin closer to the

Northwest Corner and from the Irminger Sea. The anal-

ysis of a large number of records meeting the above cri-

teria, when available, might lead to different results,

especially in the western North Atlantic.

Likewise, experiments should be conducted with

more complete ocean models, in particular models that

representmotion bothwithin and below themixed layer.

A more complete description of the NAC–SPF system

and of its variability would require the consideration of

Sverdrup dynamics and bottom topography (e.g., Sy

et al. 1992; Bower and von Appen 2008; but see Wunsch

2011). The combination of complex models with (long)

paleoceanographic records, however, would involve sub-

stantial resources given the computational and storage

demands of sequential methods. In fact, conventional

methods such as theEKF andLKFmay not be practical in

this case, and other approaches to filtering and smoothing

may be needed (e.g., Fukumori 2002; Evensen 2003).

The present experiments could also be extended to in-

clude time intervals prior to the Bølling, in particular the

LGM. A major difficulty in this regard is the prescription

of a consistent initial state: whereas a number of re-

constructed SSTs exist for the LGM (e.g., MARGO 2009),

other key aspects of the glacial North Atlantic, such as sea

surface salinity, mixed layer depth, wind stress components,

etc., are still very poorly known.While use could bemade of

results from climate models subject to glacial boundary

conditions (e.g., Braconnot et al. 2007) or dynamical re-

constructions derived from the combination of LGM data

with amodel (e.g.,Dail andWunsch2014), estimates of state

error covariance are generally not available. The difficulty

of establishing a consistent initial state motivated us to

start the experiments at a time (14 500 yr BP) during the

Bølling, with the assumption that the state of the surface

North Atlantic was then comparable to the modern one.
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Finally, assumptions in the filtering and smoothing

procedures would need to be explored. The state esti-

mates obtained in this study are only as reliable as the

error covariance matrices Ri and Qi from which they

have been derived. Future work will also need to assess

the consequences of representing property fields with

analytic functions of longitude and latitude, as these

should alter the observability of the dynamic system

(e.g., Chen 1999; Marchal 2014).
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APPENDIX A

Method of Solution of Surface Circulation Model

The model consists of the governing equation for ML

temperature (2), together with the expressions for the

Ekman velocity (4), the geostrophic velocity (7) with its

thermal (8) and saline contributions (9), and the interior

vertical velocity wI (10). The boundary condition is

provided by (11).

The model equations are solved using a finite-

difference method. The temporal and spatial de-

rivatives in (2) and (8)–(11) are approximated with finite

differences derived for a staggered grid with uniform

longitude and latitude spacings Dl5Df5 28 (Fig. 1). A
time step Dt5 0:1 yr is used for all model integrations.

The grid is arranged as follows. To lighten notation,

the bar over the velocities that is used in the text to

denote vertical averages is omitted [the notation (�) is
used for another purpose in this appendix]. The zonal

(meridional) component of u*5 uE 1 uS is noted by u*
(y*), and the zonal (meridional) component of surface

wind stress is designated by t(l) (t(f)). The values of

(T, TA, TI , S, h) are carried by grid points at the center

of 28 3 28 cells. The values of (u*, uE, uT , uS) are carried

by points along the meridional boundaries of the cells

and at the same latitudes as the (T, TA, TI , S, h)-carrier

points. Conversely, the values of (y*, yE, yT , yS) are car-

ried by points along the zonal boundaries of the cells and at

the same longitudes as the (T, TA, TI , S, h)-carrier points.

With this arrangement of the grid, the finite-difference

approximations of (2), (4), and (8)–(11) are as follows.

Consider first (2), the equation for ML temperature. The

advection term, u* � =T5= � (u*T)2T= � u*, is ex-

pressed as

u* � =T5A
1
2A

2
, (A1)

where
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r cosf
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since the term 2(yT/r) tanf vanishes in the difference

= � (u*T)2T= � u*. Equation (2) is then discretized

using an upstream advection scheme:
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and

_T
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w
A

hn
i,j

(Tn
A,i,j 2Tn

i,j)1
wn

I,i,j

hn
i,j

(Tn
I,i,j 2Tn

i,j). (A5)

Here, i is a longitude index, j a latitude index, and n a time

index. In (A4a)–(A4b), y*,c stands for y* cosf, and r is

Earth’s radius. The advective fluxes in (A4a)–(A4b) are

evaluated at locations halfwaybetween theT-carrier points:
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and
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Similar equations are used for (y*,cT)i,j61/2. Note that in

(A6) all the variables are implicitly defined at the time

level n. The same convention is adopted below, unless

specified otherwise.

Consider (4), the Ekman velocity in the mixed layer.

The Ekman velocity components are obtained from

u
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Consider (8), the thermal contribution to the geo-

strophic velocity. The zonal and meridional components

of this contribution are computed from, respectively,

(u
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The coefficient zj11/2 in (A9b) is given by zj11/2 5
sinfj11/2 cosfj11/2. The zonal andmeridional components

of the saline contribution to the geostrophic velocity (9)

are computed from similar equations.

The vertical interior velocity (10) is computed from
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The boundary condition (11) is discretized as

Tn11
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A,i,j 2Tn
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Finally, the evolution of the polynomial coefficients c
(�)
k,i

is governed by

c(�)k,i11 5 c(�)k,i. (A13)

APPENDIX B

Modern Distribution of TA, TI , S, h, ts

The apparent atmospheric temperatures TA are ob-

tained from the annual mean (statistical means, aver-

aged decades) SSTs (z5 0m) with 18 3 18 resolution
available in Locarnini et al. (2013). The SST values from

Locarnini et al. (2013) are averaged in 28 3 28 cells

centered at the T-carrier points of the grid to produce

the TA values. The interior oceanic temperatures TI are

derived from the same procedure, except that these

temperatures are reduced by 0.58C, consistent with our

criterion for ML depth (see below). The values of sa-

linity S are obtained from the annual mean (statistical

means, averaged decades) surface salinities (z5 0m)

with 18 3 18 resolution reported in Zweng et al. (2013).

The salinity values from Zweng et al. (2013) are aver-

aged in 28 3 28 cells centered at the S-carrier points of

themodel grid to produce the S values. TheML depths h

are derived from a climatology of monthly mean ML

depths based on a 0.58C potential temperature criterion

and with 18 3 18 resolution (Monterey and Levitus 1997).

From this climatology, a distribution of annual meanML

depth with the same resolution is computed. The annual

mean ML depths are then averaged in 28 3 28 cells cen-
tered at the h-carrier points to produce the h values. Fi-

nally, the surface wind stresses are obtained from the

Scatterometer Climatology of Ocean Winds (Risien and

Chelton 2008). The monthly averages of zonal and me-

ridional wind stresses, available at 1/48 3 1/48 resolution,
are averaged to produce annual means. The annual mean

values of zonal (meridional) stress are then averaged in

28 3 28 cells centered at the y- (u-) carrier points.

APPENDIX C

Estimation of Polynomial Coefficients

Consider the estimation of c
(TA)
k , with k5 1, 2, . . . , K.

Equations (12) lead to systems of linear albegraic

equations, one system for each variable and one equa-

tion for each pair (lc, fc). For instance, the system for

the variable TA can be written as
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Ec1 n5 y , (C1)

where c5 [c
(TA)
1 , c

(TA)
2 , . . . , c

(TA)
K ]0, E is a coefficient ma-

trix, y is a vector of modern data, and n is a vector that

includes the errors in these data. The data in this case are

observational estimates of the apparent atmospheric

temperature. They are obtained by averaging in 28 3 28
model grid cells the annual mean SSTs with 18 3 18
resolution reported in Locarnini et al. (2013) (appendix

B of this paper). Their errors are calculated by propa-

gating the standard errors in the annual mean SSTs

contributing to the gridcell averages, neglecting error

correlation. The squares of these errors are included

along the diagonal of a square matrix Rnn. The off-

diagonal elements ofRnn are set to zero.An estimate of c

that minimizes the quadratic form (y2Ec)0R21
nn (y2Ec)

is then sought. This weighted least squares estimate and

its uncertainty are given by (e.g., Wunsch 2006b)

ĉ5 (E0R21
nn E)

21E0R21
nn y and (C2a)

P5 (E0R21
nn E)

21 . (C2b)

The other coefficients [c
(TI )
k , c

(h)
k , c

(u
*
)

k , c
(y
*
)

k ] are esti-

mated along the same lines. For c
(TI )
k , the data in y are

as described in appendix B, and their errors repre-

sented in Rnn are the same as for c
(TA)
k . For c

(h)
k , the data

in y are as described in appendix B, and their errors

represented in Rnn are assumed to be 10m. Finally, for

c
(u
*
)

k and c
(y
*
)

k , the data in y are zonal and meridional

velocity components, u* and y*, computed from the

wind stress and salinity data described in appendix B,

using the numerical scheme detailed in appendix A.

Their errors represented in Rnn are set equal to

0.1 cm s21. As for c
(TA)
k , the off-diagonal elements of

Rnn are set to zero for the estimation of [c
(TI )
k , c

(h)
k ,

c
(u
*
)

k , c
(y
*
)

k ].

APPENDIX D

Extended and Linearized Kalman Filters

In this appendix, a brief overview of the EKF and

LKF is provided; textbooks should be consulted for real

understanding (e.g., Jazwinski 1970; Gelb et al. 1974;

Bryson and Ho 1975; Anderson and Moore 1979).

a. Extended Kalman filter

In the EKF, the equations in f[xi] are linearized about

the more recent estimate of the state, x̂i(1), in the cal-

culation of state error propagation:

f[x
i
]5 f[x̂

i
(1)]1

›f

›x

����
x̂i(1)

fx
i
2 x̂

i
(1)g , (D1)

where (›f/›x)jx̂i(1) is a matrix of partial derivatives

evaluated at xi 5 x̂i(1).D1 Like other versions of the

Kalman filter, the EKF consists of two sets of equations.

In the first set (the time-update equations), the model is

used to extrapolate the state and its uncertainty from

time i2 1 to time i:

x̂
i
(2)5 f[x̂

i21
(1)] and (D2a)

P
i
(2)5

›f

›x

����
x̂i21(1)

P
i21

(1)

�
›f

›x

����
x̂i21(1)

�0
1Q

i21
. (D2b)

The state error evolution (D2b) is governed by two

terms. The first term on the right-hand side represents

the effect of dynamic system stability. Broadly, a very

stable system will tend to cause this term to be smaller

thanPi21(1), whereas an unstable systemwill experience

unbounded error growth in the absence of observations

(Gelb et al. 1974). The second termon the right-hand side

represents the effect of model errors. For example, for

�5 1023 in (19), the error inML temperature would tend

to increase by an amount equal to 1023
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q(T)

p
5 1023TN

in one time step in the absence of observations.

With a time step of 0.1 yr21 [the value used for the

model integrations (appendix A)], the ML temper-

ature errors tend to grow by an amount equal to TN

in 100 yr, should no observations be available over

this interval.

In the second set (the data-update equations), the

extrapolated state and its uncertainty are modified in

order to account for the presence of observations [if no

observation is available, then the state and its un-

certainty keep evolving according to (D2a)–(D2b)]. A

state estimate is sought that minimizes the objective

function:

J5 fx̂
i
(2)2 x

i
g0P

i
(2)21fx̂

i
(2)2 x

i
g

1 (z
i
2H

i
x
i
)0R21

i (z
i
2H

i
x
i
) . (D3)

The first term on the right represents the deviation from

the prior state estimate x̂i(2), and the second represents

the deviation from the observations zi, weighted by the

error covariances Pi(2) and Ri, respectively. The re-

sulting state estimate and its uncertainty are given by the

data-update equations:

x̂
i
(1)5 x̂

i
(2)1K

i
[z

i
2H

i
x̂
i
(2)] and (D4a)

P
i
(1)5 [I2K

i
H

i
]P

i
(2)[I2K

i
H

i
]0 1K

i
R

i
K0

i , (D4b)

D1 The derivatives are listed in the manual at https://www.ncdc.

noaa.gov/paleo/study/19300.
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where

K
i
5P

i
(2)H0

i[Hi
P
i
(2)H0

i 1R
i
]21 (D5)

is the Kalman gain. Thus, the Kalman filter estimate

(D4a) is a weighted least squares estimate, where the

weighting is provided by Pi(2) and Ri (e.g., Bryson and

Ho 1975). Notice that (D4b) is used here rather than

the simpler and mathematically equivalent form Pi(1)5
[I2KiHi]Pi(2), as it tends to promote nonnegativity of

Pi(1) (e.g., Anderson and Moore 1979).

The EKF has been found to yield accurate estimates

in number of applications and reduces to the con-

ventional Kalman filter when the system dynamics and

the observations are linear. For these reasons, the

EKF is usually one of the first methods to be tried for

any nonlinear filtering problem (e.g., Gelb et al. 1974).

On the other hand, the EKF may be prone to in-

stabilities (e.g., Wunsch 2006b). In this study, another

version of the Kalman filter that can deal with non-

linearities, the LKF, is considered as an alternative

method to combine the SST records with the

ocean model.

b. Linearized Kalman filter

In the LKF, the state vector is represented as the sum

of a nominal or reference state x0i and a perturbation dxi:

x
i
5 x0i 1 dx

i
, (D6)

and the model equations are linearized about the ref-

erence state:

f(x
i
)5 f(x0i )1

›f

›x

����
x0
i

dx
i
. (D7)

The time-update equations of the LKF are

dx̂
i
(2)5

›f

›x

����
x0
i21

dx̂
i21

(1), (D8a)

P
i
(2)5

›f

›x

����
x0
i21

P
i21

(1)

�
›f

›x

����
x0
i21

�0
1Q

i
, (D8b)

whereas the data-update equations of the filter are

dx̂
i
(1)5 dx̂

i
(2)1K

i
[dz

i
2H

i
dx̂

i
(2)] , (D9)

and the equation for Pi(1), which has the same form as

(D4b). In (D9), the gain Ki is computed from (D5), and

dzi is the vector difference zi 2Hix
0
i .

In this study, the reference state x0i is taken as time

independent and is obtained frommodern observations.

Specifically, x0i 5 x̂0(1) (section 4d), so that dx̂0(1)5 0.

A more plausible reference state would require prior

knowledge about the past distributions of SST, ML

depth, surface wind stress, etc., which is not available. In

general, the LKF is not expected to yield accurate state

estimates if the state drifts very far from the reference

state. In such a situation, the EKF can lead to more

accurate results.

c. Comparison of EKF and LKF solutions

We compare the ML temperature estimates obtained

from the EKF and LKF near the sediment core locations

for the time interval between 10 and 14.5 kyr BP. This

interval is characterized by the largest temperature

changes over the past 14.5 kyr BP in the sediment re-

cords (Fig. 2). It is therefore the interval when the

largest differences between the results from both filters

can reasonably be expected, given the varying assump-

tions in both methods. To ensure comparability of the

results, the equations of the EKF and LKF are solved

with the same assumptions about Ri (section 4c) and

Qi 5Q (�5 1023; section 5a).

We find that the ML temperature estimates de-

rived from the EKF and LKF show small differences:

the estimates derived from the extended filter differ

from those derived from the linearized filter by less

than one standard deviation of either the EKF or

LKF estimates (Figs. D1, D2). Likewise, the stan-

dard deviations in the ML temperature estimates

obtained from both methods are generally very close

(Fig. D2).

APPENDIX E

Linearized Smoother

The smoother equations used in this study are based

on an algorithm originally developed for linear systems

and reported in Bryson and Ho (1975, p. 392) (see also

Fraser 1967). An estimate of the state perturbation dxi is

sought that minimizes

J5 fdx̂
0
(1)2 dx

0
g0P

0
(1)21fdx̂

0
(1)2 dx

0
g

1 �
N

i51

(dz
i
2H

i
dx

i
)0R21

i (dz
i
2H

i
dx

i
)1 �

N21

i50

w0
iQ

21
i w

i
,

(E1)

subject to the constraint dxi11 5 [›f/›xjx̂0(1)]dxi 1wi.

The resulting smoothing estimate is given by

dx̂
i
5 dx̂

i
(1)2P

i
(1)

�
›f

›x

����
x̂0(1)

�0
l
i
, (E2)
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where

l
i21

5 fl2P
i
(1)S

i
g0

3

��
›f

›x

����
x̂0(1)

�0
l
i
2H0

iR
21
i [dz

i
2H

i
dx̂

i
(2)]

	
, (E3)

with the terminal condition lN 5 0 andwithSi 5H0
iR

21
i Hi.

The first term on the right-hand side of (E2) is the

state perturbation estimated by the LKF (with

�5 1023; section 5a). The second is a correction pro-

portional to a vector li driven by posterior data ac-

cording to the recursion equation (E3). The state

estimate (E2) is thus constrained by the entire set of

observations, from the initial time (i5 0) to the ter-

minal time (i5N). As for the Kalman filter estimates,

the smoother estimates can be regarded as weighted

least squares estimates, but with the weighting now

provided by P0(1), Ri, and Qi over the entire interval

(e.g., Bryson and Ho 1975).

The uncertainty in the smoothing estimate (E2) is

given by

P
i
5P

i
(1)2P

i
(1)

�
›f

›x

����
x̂0(1)

�0
L
i

›f

›x

����
x̂0(1)

P
i
(1) , (E4)

where

L
i21

5 fl2P
i
(1)S

i
g0
�
›f

›x

����
x̂0(1)

�0
L
i

›f

›x

����
x̂0(1)

fl2P
i
(1)S

i
g

1S
i
fl2P

i
(1)S

i
g ,

(E5)

with the terminal condition LN 5 0. The first term on the

right-hand side of (E4) is the state uncertainty obtained

FIG. D1. Reconstructed SSTs and filtering estimates of ML temperature for (a) core NA87–

22, (b) core CH69-K09, and (c) core SU81–18. The circles are the SSTs reconstructed from

faunal counts, and the vertical bars are their estimated errors. The dashed lines show the

temperatures estimated from the EKF, and the solid lines show the temperatures estimated

from the LKF. The vertical dashed lines indicate approximate dates of the onset (13 kyr BP)

and termination (11.6 kyr BP) of the YD.
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from the LKF. The second is always positive definite,

indicating that the errors in the state estimates generally

decrease as posterior data are considered in the analysis

(more precisely, these errors never increase). It depends

on the matrix Li, which accounts for the errors in the

posterior data represented in Si and which is calculated

by recursion (E5).

The algorithm (E2)–(E5) is equivalent to the

Rauch–Tung–Striebel (RTS) algorithm (Rauch et al.

1965), a conventional method for fixed-interval

smoothing (Gelb et al. 1974; Bryson and Ho 1975;

Anderson and Moore 1979). The two algorithms differ

in the matrix inversions: whereas the RTS requires the

calculation of Pi(2)21, (E2)–(E5) rely on R21
i . Since in

the present study Ri is generally of much smaller order

than Pi(2), (E2)–(E5) offer a clear numerical

advantage.
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